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WELCOME

A warm welcome to the Spring edition of the Holyrood Academy newsletter which as always
showcases a selection of the successes and achievements of our fantastic students. There
are a phenomenal number of really positive individual and group stories and this is only
a small part of everything that is happening. We have an incredible student body and a
superb staff who continue to find ways to maintain improvement; I feel privileged to be the
Headteacher at Holyrood and am always impressed by our students’ achievements.
As I write this piece, students in Year 11 and in Year 13 are focussed on preparing
themselves for the summer examinations – there are many opportunities to access
additional support and seeing the large number of students already taking advantage of this
is very positive. As always we are keen to keep the balance between pushing students to
achieve their potential whilst managing the inevitable pressure.
There are many other events and activities as always – a Holocaust survivor spoke to our
Year 8s which was incredibly moving; we sent competitive Maths teams to Millfield, field
trips, an awesome range of other trips including the visits to Krakow and Auschwitz, World
War 1 Battlefields, Science Live at Euro Disney, Skiing in Italy and… lots more, too many for
me to list here but that’s why we have sent you a newsletter!
A special mention needs to go to those who represent Holyrood in the sports arenas in such
an impressive way and of course the staff who run the training sessions and arrange the
fixtures.
Thank you once again for supporting us in so many ways, Happy Easter!
Matthew Collins
Headteacher
SUMMER TERM 2019
Tuesday 23rd April – Friday 19th July
Half Term Monday 27th – Friday 31st May
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HOUSE NEWS

HOUSE SYSTEM
This term has seen the realisation of our student house
logo competition run earlier in the year. The students’
designs have been created on computer software and
are now ready to be used. Each house has an animal that
symbolises their house characteristics. The animals have
also been combined to make a master shield reflecting
each animal in their environment under one sun.

We also say farewell to our current Year 11 house captains
as they go on to do their GCSE exams. A huge thank you
for their fantastic efforts in organising house competitions
and fundraising for the chosen house charities, of which the
final totals will be revealed at the end of the year.
We say a big congratulations to our two house captains
and two sports captains representing each year group.
The captains will be overseen by our new heads of house
and senior sports captains who will continue their role into
Year 11. This way we can ensure clear communication and
give everyone the opportunity to enter something and win
points for their house whilst having fun and reaching their
potential!
Competitions this term have ranged from world book day
outfits and edible books cakes, to pancake flipping and
science week! Both staff and students have entered and the
rivalry and anticipation is high.

Quantock
15751

Mendip
13823

Each curriculum department throughout the Academy has
ordered a subject badge ready to be earnt by completing
a subject specific challenge. We hope to see more
students wearing their badges with pride and showing their
achievement.
The house scores for this term have seen a continuous
battle between Brendon and Mendip, with Quantock
recently taking the lead from the long-standing leaders
Blackdown! What will the summer term scores be and who
will win the house cup for the final overall points?

Brendon
15479

Blackdown
14724
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ENGLISH
This term, both Year 7 and 8 students have been inspired
to write their own poetry after studying a variety of poems
from different time periods and cultures.
In addition, Year 7s are currently looking at a number of
fiction and non-fiction texts as part of a research project
centred on the theme of Victorian childhood. Texts range
from extracts from Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens to
historical accounts of child-chimney sweeps from the midnineteenth century.
Year 8s, meanwhile, have spent time over the past
few weeks studying Shakespeare’s Macbeth, a bloody
tale of witchcraft, treason and murder. Students have
been particularly focusing on the complexities of Lady
Macbeth’s character and have been getting to grips with
Shakespearean English. This is good practice for Key Stage
4, when students will be studying Romeo and Juliet in
greater detail.

LEARNING CENTRE
The Learning Centre team has been busy with activities
including competitions, a Scholastic book fair and a Lego
Mindstorm.
We have also hosted two book clubs, with excited students
chatting about the books and possibly consuming far too
much cake and lemonade!

To celebrate World Book Day, the Learning Centre held an
Edible Book Fair Competition. Three fabulous cakes were
baked with the Coraline cake by Emily-Jayne being the
overall winner. Entries such as Game of Scones caused
amusement and Mrs Edge’s effort was ‘Ma(i)ze Runner’
made from Corn-on-the Cob and Runner Beans.

Lego Mindstorm Rubik’s Cube Solver
Students had the amazing opportunity to compete
against a Lego Rubik’s cube solver. Only one student (who
competes at an international level solving Rubik’s Cubes!)
was able to beat it. We had a lot of fun at lunchtimes with
this gadget despite it being no match for our international
star!

What is success? Answers on a Postcard, please.
To promote the Scholastic Book Fair, a competition was
held in which students were asked to complete a postcard
explaining: Success is…
The prize was a £10 voucher plus two runner-ups of £7.50
vouchers to spend at the book fair. The winner was Emily R
from Year 8.

World Book Day: Edible Book Competition
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HISTORY
Our Key Stage 3 students continue to impress with several
of them achieving 90% or above in their recent end enquiry
assessments.
Our lessons have been brought to life with Sir Walter
Raleigh gracing us with his presence in Year 8 British
Empire lessons and Oliver Cromwell’s ‘Roundheads’
presenting their case for King Charles’ execution in Year
7 classes. Year 10 students have also become quite
competitive in learning the reasons for the first wave of
migration west in America, 1835-62, and the horrors of the
Donner Party.

This year Ava Farthing, Eve Stanbury, Hannah Wells
and Isaac Henley were all able to lay a wreath for their
ancestors and each selected a friend to read an extract
from Laurence Binyon’s ‘For the Fallen’ followed by a minute
silence and then Mr Tozer playing the Last Post.
Another special moment was the commemoration at Loos
Memorial for Charles Percy Mayne, honouring the sacrifice
this local man from Chard gave in 1915. A powerful
moment for everyone involved; as all our students are
familiar with the role Charles had in the Great War from
their Year 7 lessons.

Battlefields Trip
Our recent Battlefields trip was a real success, with us once
again following a similar course to that of our ‘Tommies’
from the First World War. Starting at Etaples and visiting
both the Ypres salient and the region of the Somme.

Time for a spot of shopping in Bruges

Mr Tozer played the Last Post whenever the
opportunity arose
Whilst in Ypres we were delighted to be able to take the
students to Pond Farm, a unique museum full of the
treasures discovered in the heart of Flanders Fields. Here
the students were incredibly fortunate to see a restored
WW1 tank and four of our students were even allowed
a short ride in this astonishing vehicle. This was a real
honour and was only due to the good relations that we have
built with the locals in Ypres over the past fifteen years. A
memory Emily Retter, Will Reid, Ben Strickland and Aime
Morgan-Sedgwick will never forget and certainly an event all
the History department staff were envious of!

Eve Stanbury laying a wreath for her relative John Bentley
at Menin Road South Cemetery

Year 11s are currently working hard in class in preparation
for their three exams this June. The revision countdown
plan provided for them is being used well and with the
support of our online knowledge quizzes we can see
progress being made – keep up the hard work! Please
remember that the Thursday afterschool support sessions
mirror the revision schedule, so if there is a topic you would
like some extra help with just pop in to M3.
‘Nerds on tour’ continued this half term with our Sixth
Formers and Year 11 students being invited to Millfield
School for a series of university style lectures. We were
impressed with their mature approach to the afternoon and
insightful questions that were asked, demonstrating their
depth of knowledge and conceptual understanding.

Some of our History Year 11 and 12 students patiently
waiting for the lectures to begin
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

RESISTANT MATERIALS
As the second Key Stage 3 D&T rotation of this year comes
to a close, students have been busy completing their
acrylic earphone wrap projects (Year 7) and their stunning
cast pewter jewellery (Year 8). The wrap projects allows
students to develop their CAD skills and gives then their first
taste of using our laser cutter as well as vacuum forming
and die cutting. Pewter casting allows our students to
experience a different way of shaping metal and they are
always amazed by the process of melting, pouring and then
revealing the mould to show their design in 3D. Then comes
the hard work of cleaning up the casting and polishing
it to a mirror finish. These techniques form an excellent
foundation of skills should they choose to opt for D&T for a
GCSE.

Pewter casting forge

Laser cut sliding boxes
Year 10s have just completed a traditional wood working
project to create a softwood box that is constructed from
4 different joints as well has having a rebated base and a
sliding lid. For most it was their first experience of using our
router, which they found both challenging and very exciting.
Many of our current Year 11s have included these skills
their final GCSE which is great to see.
TEXTILES
Don’t forget to follow us on social media!
@madeinholyrood
Holyrood D&T
made_in_holyrood
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Year 7
Well what a term of exceptional work from Year 7. WOW!
Students have absolutely loved the cushion project based
on ‘Pop Art’. You can see their enjoyment throughout their
exceptional cushions and in the quality of their booklets.
Their second project was to produce a repeat pattern
developed from their research into a selection of designers.
They then printed their own fabric using block printing and
used this fabric to create a pop wallet. A selection of both
projects can be viewed in the display cabinet at upper site
reception. Great work Year 7 - I can’t wait to see how you
develop your skills even further in Year 8!
Year 8
The level of work within Year 8 this term has been
absolutely remarkable. A huge amount of time and care
has gone into some students’ embroidery, which is a
hugely difficult skill to perfect. Students have been working
towards the manufacture of a book bag or drawstring bag
based on the ‘Mexican day of the dead’. They have really
enjoyed working with the bright colours and interesting
shapes and patterns used within the theme.
Year 9
From September to February half term, Year 9s have
completed a rotation around all of the D&T specialism areas
in order to gain an understanding of the core knowledge
they will need to complete their GCSE examination. They
have now returned to their chosen specialism and within
Textiles they have been completing a series of skills tasks.
This has enabled them to create a range of technical
construction techniques within the areas of seams, seam
finishes, disposal of fullness (pleats, gathers, dart and
pin tucks). This knowledge will arm them with the level of
skills needed to design to a higher level and has helped to
develop their confidence within their sewing abilities. They
are an absolutely wonderful group and really diligent at
producing accurate samples and well laid out work books. I
am absolutely over the moon with their progress!
We are looking forward to a possible school trip to SCAT
to be led by the fashion design and surface pattern team,
through a series of workshops and access to the Summer
degree exhibition. This will let students gain first-hand
information about higher education and possible future
careers while gaining ideas to help them complete their
GCSE coursework.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

Year 7 Textiles work

Year 8 Textiles work
ELECTRONICS & ENGINEERING

Year 10
This term Year 10 students have worked towards
completing illustration and print making sheets. Exploring
innovative ways of making patterns by both hand and using
a range of computer programmes. This has allowed them
to further their skills to a more advance level and create
their own unique patterns. These will then be digitally
printed onto both fabric and paper and explored further
through the addition of surface embellishment.
Students have also undertaken a trial run through the
upcoming coursework, completing the research section
of a chosen context. They have undertaken this with great
maturity and produced some very high level outcomes.
Keep up the good work Year 10.
Year 11
Year 11s are in the final stages of their coursework
and have worked extremely hard in the completion of
this. Unfortunately we are not permitted to show any
of their current work but if you are in and around the
D&T department I’m sure you will have seen it going on.
Students will now work on their theory-based knowledge
through a series of directed and informative revision
sessions in preparation for their upcoming exam.
Sixth Form
Year 12s have been working to development of their
understanding of fibres and fabrics and have completed an
experimental session, looking into fibre testing. Alongside
this they have also started the initial research into their
chosen coursework topics. Some really interesting and
complex tasks have been decided on and trips are being
planned to help them develop these further.

Fiveways students and the mobile that they made with
Holyrood students for their sensory garden.

Year 13 students with the CEO of CME Engineering in
Combe St Nicholas on a tour and to talk about
apprenticeships.

Year 12 students at Leonardo for the day, where
some got to experience flight training on the
company flight simulator.
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FOOD & NUTRITION
The start of a new era: Level 3 Diploma in Food Science
and Nutrition
Our current Year 13 group of Tommy Arlidge, Latrice
Drakett, Hannah Bristow, Beth Cowdrey and Kacper
Szydetko have from September this year been working
closely with Axe Valley Academy in the New WJEC
Level 3 Diploma course in Food Science and Nutrition.
Students have followed a task closely looking at ice cream
manufacture and going on to create their own styles and
variations of ice cream. They have also been studying
Food Safety, developing a version of Top Trump Cards in
microbiology. They will then complete a 6-hour exam on
HACCP and microbiology. Good luck to all!
Year 10 students are going to be the new stars of the
future when it comes to food teaching; completing the
new GCSE in Food Preparation and Nutrition. In this new
course all coursework must be completed in Year 11 so
students will need to be organised and REMEMBER THEIR
INGREDIENTS!

This included
• An elastic band to stretch you to the limits
• A paper clip to help you keep it all together, when things
get tough
• Some light bedtime reading ( work books)
• A past exam paper to extend your knowledge
• Exam stationary to be fully prepared on the day
• A packet of sweets for that energy boost
• A packet of cuppa soup to ensure you eat before your
exams
• Bubble wrap, for stress busting,
• A packet of tissues , to wipe away the tears of joy when
you have finished
• A lucky penny to take with you into the exam
• A good luck message from me to say thank you for all
your hard work.

Students will be required to carry out a scientific
investigation from September to November and complete
a number of experiments before completing a 2000 word
report.
This will then be followed by a food preparation task from
November to May. This will include numerous practical
tasks that then culminate in a 20-page portfolio and a
3-hour practical examination.
Year 11 Food Preparation and Nutrition
Many congratulations to you all for completing your
NEA1 Food Science Investigations, your NEA2 looking
at European Cookery and then completing a 3-hour
practical exam in the food from the country of your choice.
Congratulations go out to them all, with many students
gaining their target grades and a large number achieving
above. I look forward to seeing the overall grades in August.
This year students were give a revision party bag that
contained everything a year 11 student could wish for to
guide them through:

Combe St Nicholas
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KEY STAGE 3
Lower down the school, students at Key Stage 3 have been
working on food science too, creating loo roll rockets and
icing sugar flame throwers…… ask the students!

Neroche

MUSIC
In the Music Department, the highlight of this term has
definitely been the CAFOS Concert on Wednesday 13th
March, which this year included performances from
Manor Court, Neroche, Winsham, Redstart, Tatworth and
Combe St Nicholas primary schools. Also taking part and
supporting some of the youngsters was the Holyrood
Academy Choir.
It was lovely to see such a variety of musical numbers
on show, from hearty singing along to backing tracks
with choreographed movements, to ukulele groups, violin
players and combinations of all. Every single child there
stole the show! The Grand Finale, which involved all of the
performers, was a rousing rendition of “A Million Dreams”
from The Greatest Showman.

Throughout this term a wide variety of music has been
studied by different year groups from Indian Ragas to
Opera, and from Folk Music to Film Themes. The GCSE
musicians have been busy finalising their compositions and
preparing for the exam next term.
Coming up next term - look out for our Summer
Extravaganza on Tuesday 9th and Wednesday 10th July!

Tatworth Ukulele Group

Manor Court

Tatworth Choir

Redstart

Winsham with Holyrood Academy Choir

Grand Finale
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SCIENCE

“Science is the key to our future, and if you don’t believe in science,
then you are holding everybody back.” – Bill Nye
The Science department has been really busy this term with

extra-curricular activities. These have included 5 brilliant
lunch club sessions - Jasper and Biscuit were very popular,
along with green fire and armpit fudge!
Carrying on from this success, Key Stage 3 will be running

Dr Faulkes ran 2 hugely popular slime workshops with
our HA Key Stage 3 scientists, which resulted in the very
competitive Slime Olympics.

In lessons, Year 7 students have been learning about
atoms, elements and compounds, structure and body
functions, sound and reactions.
Year 8 students have been learning about metals and acids,
electricity and magnetism, separation techniques and the
Earth.

every Wednesday at Lower Site – turn up from 3.20pm until
4pm for lots of exciting practicals.
We were delighted to be able to take 54 students
to Disneyland this March to experience the annual
ScienceLive! conference held at the park. Speakers included
Imagineer and previous NASA scientist David Wilson who
used ride engineering to explain gears and pulleys and bring
physics to life. Steve Mould delved into the workings of
the human brain and dazzled us with the reasoning behind
optical and auditory illusions. The students were then given
some free time in the Disneyland Park and on our final day
we enjoyed some Parisian culture at the Eiffel Tower and on
a river cruise along the Seine.

Our GCSE students have continued to work hard in Years
9 and 10, covering content such as bonding and structure,
organic chemistry, energy and inheritance.
Year 11 students are now in revision mode and working
hard to ensure they are as prepared as possible for their
exams. Revision sessions are running every Thursday for
triple students, combined higher students and combined
foundation students. Small groups are now working with
Science teachers in tutor time on exam technique.
The Science department wishes all the Year 11 students
every success in the upcoming exams. Keep using your
countdown plans, come along to revision sessions and
work hard – we know you can do it!
If you aren’t yet, follow us
on Twitter @Holyroodscience
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GEOGRAPHY

Geography Regeneration Group
Geography Regeneration – update
The Geography Regeneration Group have once again
been very busy impressing the local Council with their
enthusiasm and passion for their home town giving a
presentation to council members and local stakeholders.
The students who took part were from Year 9 and have
been part of this group from the very start of the year.
The students presented a summary of the issues faced
by young people in Chard and some suggestions of what
needed to be improved upon. They spoke with passion
and commitment to their home town and freely gave
valid opinions and suggestions to how Chard could be
regenerated. The council were extremely impressed with
how the students spoke with confidence, maturity and
passion. Well done to Grace Lees, Grace Scribbins, Jamie
Chapman, Jake Dennis and Callum Boyland.

Year 7s have had an exciting
term of learning about tectonics.
They have learned about the
processes, impacts and responses
of volcanoes with one particular
highlight being the analysis the
film Dante’s Peak.

Year 8 have just moved on to their unit of crime. Thinking
about their sense of place and the role Geography has
to play in understanding crime. We definitely have some
budding future criminologists and cerographists in our
midst!

GCSE Students
Well done to Year 9s who have all completed their first
unit and assessment for their GCSE course on Distinctive
Landscapes - this incorporates the studies of glaciation,
coasts and rivers.

Congratulations to all of those Year 9 and 10 students who
have secured a place on the Naples trip November 2019.
We are looking forward to sharing more information with
you soon.
Year 11 students have just completed their final mock
- keep up the hard work and revision. A recent trip into
Chard helped them with their fieldwork skills on the use of
questionnaires, environmental surveys and footfall counts
to collect information. They will be heading down to Lyme
Regis just before Easter to complete the final part of the
course which is their physical fieldwork.
There are still spaces available on the Geography trip to
Iceland 2020 - please see Mr Gilbert if you are interested
and currently in Years 11 or 12.
Finally, best of luck to our Year 13 students heading
in to the exam season. They are working hard and are
determined to do well.
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COMPUTING & IT

KEY STAGE 3
The High Achievers Computing Robtics Club students
have risen to the Tomorrow’s Engineers Challenge and are
making fantastic progress with their Lego Mindstorm’s
robot. Hanley Coath, Daniel Field and Tia Lucas are building
a robot that completes a set of challenges within a limited
time. Not only are they solving engineering problems with
technical Lego, they have programmed their robot and have
taken on this task with gusto.

Year 10s have been working hard on their programming
project which is nearing its end. They have been suitably
challenged to create a dice game or a music quiz in Python.
We have been very pleased with their determination to get
their code to work. Jacob Mitchell has had a real struggle
with his code, often banging his hands on the table in pure
frustration. He eventually worked through the pain of coding
and managed to get it working, much to his delight and
satisfaction.

CAMBRIDGE NATIONALS IN IT
Year 10 and 11 IT groups have been working really hard
on revision for their upcoming exam on the 13th of May.
Students have had their official coursework marks returned
to them - these are worth 50% of the final course grade;
many have exceeded their target - well done to you all!
Students have also had their IT mock exam results returned
to them. This has given them an idea of what they could
achieve overall for their IT course when it finishes this year.
We still have lots more revision and exam preparation to
do over the coming weeks, so keep using the countdown
plans. Our students are focused and working hard – keep it
up!

Year 11s are working hard during revision sessions using
their countdown plans and during their last few Computer
Science lessons before their first exam on the 13th of
May. We have been very impressed with their level of
determination and revision techniques. Just little and often
is what we ask of them. The walking and talking mock went
really well with students taking it very seriously and were
very well behaved indeed. Jack Guy has attended the most
revision sessions, so well done to you Jack.

HALL OF FAME
• Eleanor Hull attained the highest mark in her
coursework:111/120
• Theana Koike and Jess Flanagan gained the highest
marks in their ICT mocks: Distinction Level 2*
• Serena Walker and Wilf Parry attained the highest overall
mark in their coursework and mock exam.
• Lara Lopes Baio had an amazing result in her mock
exam which was a Distinction Level 2* and has made
significant progress. Well done you!
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Year 9s have completed their first programming project
this year and are really enjoying the topic. Some have now
moved onto developing a hangman game which has really
challenged them, but they have taken this in their stride.
Amy Driscoll & Tia Lucas have made notable progress in
this skill, well done. We have been letting them loose with
the microbits where they developed a game of rock paper
scissors, a fitness tracker and other interactive games.
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POST 16
Year 12 students are now beginning to build their website.
Having completed their designs and analysis of their briefs,
the class is really getting stuck into their creative sides and
producing some professional looking websites. We are
covering HTML, CSS and JavaScript - skills that are crucial
for their future careers in the computing world! They have a
very important examination coming up, so lots of revision is
needed guys.
Year 13 are on their last assignment and are working
very hard to meet the deadlines of this rather demanding
coursework. They are investigating the current IT security
threats and cryptographic techniques used to process data.
Once this is complete, they can then go onto implementing
and applying software based protection measures to
the system so that it supports different groups of users.
Kieran Slade has been taking the lead on this and coaching
the other students. Congratulations to Fraine Baxter who
attained the highest scores in the Unit 2 exam securing a
merit – a very resilient and determined young man of late.
Mrs Welsh, Mr Migliari, Mr Stones & Mrs Park

MATHS

Maths Year 11 Revison
We have been taking the best Mathematicians from
YEAR 11 REVISION
Holyrood up to this competition for 6 years now and
A reminder to all our wonderful Year 11 mathematicians
this year’s group set a new standard for enthusiasm! All
about the websites and apps you can be using in the build
8 students got stuck in to some incredibly challenging
up to the exams, keep using these to help improve your
maths questions and succeeded. They were a credit to the
knowledge and #getmoremarks!
Academy, with both teams displaying excellent team work
and having a thoroughly enjoyable time! Congratulations to
all that took part.

You can also use the school textbooks online www.
cgpbooks.co.uk which include the free revision guides and
unseen exam style questions with solutions.
Username: holyroodGCSE
Password: diameter
Good Luck with your revision and keep going – the hard
work now will be worth it!
MILLFIELD MATHS
On Wednesday 13th March 2019, eight of Holyrood’s finest
Mathematicians made the journey to Millfield school in
Street to take on the counties finest Mathematical minds.
Our Year 11 students completed 5 rounds of mathematical
tests at the Millfield Maths Challenge finishing in amazing
positions of 4th and 7th out of 12 teams. The Holyrood girls
team was also able to beat both of the Millfield teams in the
competition.
The rounds were themed as Group, Fizz-Buzz, Headto-Head, Relay and Speed. The students tackled many
challenging questions on topics including problem solving
Maths questions, Fibonacci numbers, large square numbers
and the nth term of a sequence.

Maths Millfield Boys: Tristan Biswell, Orrin Hobbs,
Oli Denning, Luke Lifton

IMC RESULTS
On Thursday 7th February 2019, 60
Year 10 Maths students took part in the
UK Intermediate Maths Challenge. The
Intermediate Maths Challenge is aimed at 13 – 15 year olds
in the United Kingdom studying mathematics, and involves
answering 25 multiple choice questions in an hour.
There was an impressive number of Year 10 students
achieving awards. The results and award winners are as
follows:
SILVER
Alfie Jones
Theana Koike
Delilah Salway-Roberts
Caitlin Russell
Ethan Jasat
Charlotte Berry
Tasmin Legg
Gracie Owen
Oscar Mills
Tyler Farley
Ollie Saxby
Katelin Berry

BRONZE
Vikki Cox
Serena Walker
Archie Pearce
Wilf Parry
Holly Edwards
Zac Henson
Lewis Griffiths
Ryan Weller

Maths Millfield Girls: Jess Mee, Nicola Mulane,
Maddy Grabham, Lorna Warren
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ART
Year 8s have started a new project on German
Expressionist portraits this term; these were created during
the war in Nazi Germany. At first the students found the
portraits strange because they looked very angry and sad,
however they have made an excellent start collecting all
their knowledge of the world wars to help understand the
artwork.
Shown are some examples of the copies of the work and
their well-presented title pages.

BUSINESS STUDIES

The end has come for the Student Investor Challenge.
Although our Year 12 teams did not rank in the top 100, one
group came exceptionally close, ranking in the top 250 out
of over 5000. They thoroughly enjoyed the experience and
became very competitive among themselves! Well done in
the Great British Share Off!
Our Year 13 BTEC class had a lot of fun interviewing each
other as part of their assignment to create a recruitment
pack for a job application to Tesco. They all looked very
smart as they prepared to question each other on their
skills and abilities as well as be questioned and put to the
test with their own applications. All performed marvellously
and a lot of laughs were had in the process.
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Two weeks ago saw our ‘Dragons’ create a business plan
to produce and sell a product for a tenner. As a spin-off
of the Tenner Challenge run a few years ago, students
from Years 9 and 10 had to come up with a business idea
that they could start with only £10. All students were very
enthusiastic and some great ideas were thought of – look
out for their business ideas in the near future!
Our Year 11 and 13 students have been working extremely
hard in the run up to their exams, with many students
showing real maturity and determination to achieve their
grades. The revision sessions have shown a good turnout
and students are eager to improve where they can. Wishing
them all the luck from the Business department!
Year 11 Revision sessions continue on Wednesday after
school in F7 – see you there!

DRAMA

Year 13s at TR2
As we fast approach exam time for our GCSE and CTEC
Performing Arts students we reflect on the build up to these
monumentally important few weeks in May/June and all
the hard work that goes on behind the scenes in Drama.
Year 13s have been working like troopers over the past few
months, completing ANOTHER examination and achieving
some fantastic marks and performing their final devised
pieces to a fantastic audience in Axe Valley’s wonderful
performance space. The cosy atmosphere only serving
to highlight the intensity of their pieces. In preparation for
their final assessment in May our group took another visit
to Plymouth, this time experiencing the brilliantly creative
hub that is TR2... if you’ve ever seen a touring west end
production, everything...and I mean EVERYTHING was
probably made, fixed or updated in TR2. A fascinating place
demonstrating that it’s not just actors that work in the
Performing Arts.
Year 11s have also been advancing forward towards the
exam... held up by snow on a first attempt we finally got
to London to see the remarkable and terrifying Woman

in Black. I will never tire of watching heads gradually sink
into jumpers, knuckles slowly turning white from gripping
the seats and involuntary shrieks, gasps and general
odd noises that come from the students during the
performance. Was she there at the end? Did we see her
face in the gauze after the actor’s bows? Is that her behind
you in the corner of the room...
Year 10s have been treated to the fantastically funny and
truly heart-breaking story of Mickey and Edward in Blood
Brothers in Torquay. There were tears, there were laughs,
there were angry gestations towards Mrs Lyons throughout
the performance (and that was just Mrs Lowe).
Finally, our end of year Arts Extravaganza will be in full
swing after Easter, ready to welcome anyone and everyone
on the 9th and 10th of July to see some of Holyrood’s
most talented performers, musicians, artists and general
creative types take you through a non-stop, singalong,
laughalong, cryalong evening of general wonderfulness! It’s
unlike anything we have done before... so grab a ticket and
prepare to have you socks knocked off.

Year 11 Theatre Visit

Drama Arts Extravaganza
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SIXTH FORM
The Senior Team
A message from our Head Girl Gaby Lang “I would like
to thank Holyrood Sixth Form for the opportunity to work
closely with my friends to have an impact in our last year
here. A highlight for me was the Year 7 Halloween Party that
we organised. It was so nice to be able to do this for the
younger students and see how much they were enjoying the
Academy, like I did. I hope the new Senior Team will continue
to work closely with the younger years to build strong
relationships. As a team we have enjoyed working closely
with the community and creating new opportunities within
the Sixth Form both academic and extra-curricular.”

with both male and female staff and students proudly
walking into the Sixth Form block with the goods. Tamzin
will be donating these sanitary products to the Lord’s Larder
in Chard but it has done more than just helping those in the
community, it has reignited Holyrood’s existing support for
Period Poverty and engaged the student body. Well done
Tamzin!

Our current Senior Team have done a fabulous job this year
and have been a joy to work with. As this goes to print we
are in the process of interviewing the new Senior Team
and look forward to posting the successful candidates on
our Twitter page @Holyrood6thForm before the Easter
holidays.
Charity Fundraisers
The Senior Team coordinated another efficacious Food
Bank for Lord’s Larder in February. With over five hundred
food items being donated to the local community. They
would like to thank all staff and students who contributed to
this, with a special mention to Mendip House who donated
188 items.
Tamzin Cousins organised a very successful campaign for
Period Poverty on 8th March. Her EPQ project developed
into an event which gained support from Sixth Formers and
staff. Tamzin was keen to normalise the use of feminine
hygiene products and to remove the embarrassment that
can be associated when purchasing these. Within a week
the Period Poverty box grew from one to two and quickly
we could see the overwhelming support for this project,
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Sixth Form Bowling Trip

Tamzin Cousins

Cambridge HE+
Our nine Year 12 students attended their second
Cambridge HE+ study day in Cheddar at the end
of February. Each student had to complete a short
presentation on their supra-curricular subject area in front
of their peers, which the Cambridge lecturers critiqued
for development. The students then experienced master
classes on similar topics to their presentations and were
able to gain an insight into the nature and expectations
of lectures. We were very proud of all the students, with
a special mention of Jess Long who was in the winning
team for the essay challenge. We hope they are all looking
forward to the residential in July.
Extra-curricular
Whole Sixth Form trips have continued this term, with the
first being a celebratory bowling trip after the January
mocks and some external exams. A really positive evening,
where both staff and students competed to be the reigning
champion after heats and a final match for each lane’s
winner. More importantly though, the students were able to
relax and have some fun after their hard work and James
Miller thoroughly enjoyed challenging Mr Macdonald with
the hoops at the end!

The Senior Team has also organised a Sixth Form
Challenge afternoon to test their general knowledge before
the end of the Spring Term. The quiz rounds are focused on
a breadth of topics to truly challenge their minds, ranging
from current affairs to quantum physics! The afternoon
promises to test them to their academic limits but the
Senior Team are also providing edible treats and prizes to
ensure all those who attend are rewarded for sharing their
knowledge.
We finish the term off with a Sixth Form paintballing
morning in Exeter on the 6th April – allowing the Year 13s
in particular to let off some steam just before the last push
before their final exams!

The Sixth Formers have also been opting into mindfulness
session since September and its popularity has led to
a development of a Yoga option (for all abilities) on
Wednesday afternoons. We are pleased to say that our
Sixth Formers are keen to try anything and Mrs Thorne
was impressed with the flexibility of several of our Year
13 students. We intend to continue with the Yoga and
mindfulness and develop this into a broader programme of
activities promoting healthy lifestyles in the new term.

Yoga session
Year 12s all attended the UCAS convention on the 20th of
March at Westpoint, Exeter. A productive afternoon for the
students to gather more information and ask questions
about possible next steps, whether directed at university,
apprenticeships or direct employment. A really positive
experience which was continued by a guest speaker for
Higher and Degree Apprenticeships on the 27th March.
These events are really important to get the students
thinking about what they might like to do next; there are so
many opportunities available that the students need to take
the time to think carefully and make an informed decision
about what would be the right path for each of them.

UCAS
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

KRAKOW TRIP
Mrs James, Mr Slinger, Mrs Duffy and Mrs Sullivan met
40 Year 10 and 11 students at Holyrood at silly o’clock
on the morning of the 15th of February. A coach, a plane,
another coach and twelve hours later we arrived at a
lovely hotel, which was five minutes walking distance from
Krakow’s main square. We settled in quickly and began a
tour of beautiful Krakow. The city’s elegance and grace has
survived many wars and atrocities and remains one of the
safest-feeling cities we have visited. We were bewitched
and spent a couple of hours exploring before dinner back at
the hotel.
The plan was to have a moonlight tour of the city after
dinner, but bending to popular demand, we had an
introductory talk for the following day and then went to bed
(we had been up for 36 hours!). Our trusty tour guide talked
to the students about the Holocaust and prepared them
for what to expect on our tour of Auschwitz-Birkenau the
next day. All who have been there would agree – no amount
of preparation will smooth the way for the experience you
have. It is impossible to predict the devastation you feel
walking through a place where evil was perpetuated and
suffering was beyond understanding. One of our students
later wrote:
‘Auschwitz had a gas chamber, it was astounding to believe
what had happened there. It was sad and I had never felt this
way before, I could not imagine people’s feelings, the ones
that lost their families; the ones who thought they were going
for a shower. I’m grateful I went, but I think that a place like
this can only be truly understood by those who were there.’
After a long, reflective coach trip back to Krakow, we spent
some more time exploring the city and then later had the
promised moonlight tour. This was beautiful. The city is
completely lit in romantic and magical lighting. We were
incredibly lucky with the weather (15°C) and were blessed
with a clear sky and a lovely moon – a stark contrast to our
day, but a perfect setting for reflection.
The next morning we had a leisurely start at the Galicia
Museum. This is situated in what looks like a small to
medium sized turn of the century disused factory. The
guide that met us there took us through each photo on
display and its meaning. They were all modern photos
taken of various abandoned Jewish sites, graveyards,
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small villages and towns. These described the journey
the province of Galicia had taken through the ages as, at
times, an independent state or, at other times, being part of
Germany and/or Hungary. This province has a rich Jewish
cultural heritage and was hit badly by the Nazi regime and
its collaborators. The photos told stories of atrocities never
before encountered. One statement stood out (amongst
many) – the Holocaust for a lot of Jews was just an
afternoon… Nazis would arrive at a small town or village…
ask the Jews to dig a mass grave…gather all the Jews from
that place and shoot them there and then. All Jews from
that area gone in a matter of hours.
After an emotional tour of the museum we met Rena
Rach - a Holocaust survivor. She spoke clearly through a
Polish translator. Her story was an overwhelmingly sad
tale of a life spent with a mother marked irrevocably by
her experiences of the Holocaust. Rena had been handed
over by her mother as a baby to a Catholic family to foster
through the war. This had been a difficult decision, taken
only after she had gone from hiding place to hiding place
(often in the sewers) only to be asked to leave because of
her crying baby. Rena’s father had been taken to Schindler’s
concentration camp. Rena was loved by her foster parents
who later, after the war, did not want to give her up. Rena’s
parents fought and won custody of a now five year old
Rena and one imagines a happy ending for this family who
survived after liberation. The scars of the Holocaust had
damaged Rena’s mother and Rena felt her life was blighted
by the presence of an unloving mother who seemed to hate
the sight of her own daughter. This sad tale is a reminder
that the Holocaust did not end after liberation. Many
survivors were damaged beyond repair. We also realised
how honoured we were to hear her story. She is part of the
‘Holocaust babies’ generation. At 79 years old it is obvious
that there will be less and less survivors able to do talks
over the coming decade.
One of the students wrote:
‘…however the survivor was as impacting as the visit to
Auschwitz, because it’s a true story, in which I felt like it
connected to the ghetto/camp we’d already seen and made
you realise how real and recent it is.’
Rena then led a Q&A session with the students. The staff
and I were so proud of their insightful questions and
approach to Rena. She had affected them visibly and when
she asked them the question ‘so why should you learn
about the Holocaust?’, one of our students answered that
she had understood that the purpose of visiting somewhere
marred with such tragedy was to learn how to prevent the
horrors of hate happening in the future.
After a further tour of the ghetto it was time to return to
the hotel and prepare to head home. Another coach, plane,
coach and nearly twelve hours later, we disembarked at
Holyrood and in almost silence went to our homes for some
well-needed sleep.

After a trip such as this it takes a while to truly let the
experience sink in. It wasn’t an easy trip, but so much
was learnt, felt and reflected on and one of the best trips
we have ever been on. The students were exemplary.
Their behaviour without reproach, their attitude respectful
and thoughtful throughout. Their mature insights were
enlightening and a trip such as this is a once in a lifetime
experience for them.

HENRY’S VISIT
On Tuesday 26th February, Holyrood students heard a
testimony from Holocaust survivor, Henry Schachter, as
part of a visit organised by the Holocaust Educational Trust
(HET). Henry was an amazing and inspirational speaker.
He told his own Holocaust tale through the history of the
Holocaust. His experience was as a baby and young child
being raised by a Catholic couple in a time of daily fear for
survival. His parents reluctantly gave him to the couple for
safekeeping until after the war. Sadly, his parents did not
survive. They died just before liberation on death marches
from concentration camps. Later, and by sheer chance, he
spotted his uncle. His uncle then brought him back to the
UK to live with his grandfather. Henry was just 6 years old.
His life after was a good one. He married, had children and
contributed to his adopted society. It was only a few years
ago that he was convinced by others to be part of HET as a
survivor speaker.

He spoke of his life briefly, choosing to focus more on the
events that led up to, and then were part of, the Holocaust.
Many of our students were visibly affected by the testimony
and since have given the following feedback:
‘I think meeting Henry was really interesting. Some people
could say we shouldn’t be told about terrible things that
have been experienced, but I think it is so important to know
how people in the past forced a whole race to humiliate
themselves and it was seen as OK, but now it wouldn’t. It is
good we have been told about it and it hasn’t been hidden
from us.’
Mr Matt Collins, Headteacher said, “It is a privilege for us to
welcome Henry Schachter to our school and his testimony
will remain a powerful reminder of the horrors so many
experienced. We are grateful to the Holocaust Educational
Trust for co-ordinating the visit and we hope that by hearing
Henry’s testimony, it will encourage our students to learn
from the lessons of the Holocaust and make a positive
difference in their own lives.”
Throughout the day, selected students were also welcomed
to a range of workshops held by a representative from the
Trust who guided students through in-depth activities to
enhance their wider understanding of the Holocaust. It was
a really moving day for everyone involved. Many students
have been studying the Holocaust this term and to be able
to develop their learning through sessions like these has
been a real benefit. Listening to Henry talk was absolutely
incredible; students were visibly moved and very impressed
with his tale of survival.
It was an honour to have Henry visit Holyrood, but also a
stark reminder that there may not be many years left where
survivors can do talks to students who are every day more
removed from the events of that time.

Religious Studies Workshop
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
This term, we had a group of German students and
teachers visit us from Helmstedt. The students attended
some lessons in the morning with Year 9. They then
made a presentation about their school, Giordano-BrunoGesamtschule, to our KS4 Germanists.

It was a great opportunity for all students to share their
school experiences, their rock school band and other similar
interests. We are hoping that it is the beginning of a great
friendship between the two schools.

SKI TRIP 2019
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Half term brought the long awaited ski trip. Having signed
up nearly 18 months ago, 43 students arrived at Holyrood
on the first day of the half term break and boarded the
coach for the epic 24 hour journey to the amazing ski resort
of Prato Nevosa in Italy - the same resort we visited in 2017.

Other activities we enjoyed were tubing - racing down
sloped in massive inflatable tyres; night skiing under flood
lights; an afternoon at a local shopping centre, and a pizza
night in the village.

Arriving the following day, we got ourselves kitted out with
skis, boots and helmets and had an early night before
hitting the slopes the next day.

Saturday came around far too quickly and after another
full days skiing we packed our bags back onto the bus and
began the long journey home.

Over the next 6 days, we enjoyed 5 hours of skiing every
day - in the afternoon this was in the blazing sunshine! We
had four brilliant instructors who pushed, encouraged - and
picked us up when needed.

Miss Horne, Mr Swarbrick, Mr Reid, Miss Smith and Mr
Pinney were exceptionally proud of how well our students
represented the Academy. Watch out for news about the
next ski trip!

EMOTIONAL HEALTH
MINDfest comes to Holyrood

We will be holding a ‘MindFest’ day in the Summer term for
Years 7-10. Normal lessons will be replaced by workshops
focused around emotional well-being and mental health.
Students will be able to experience willow-weaving, felt
art, pond-dipping, yoga, tai-chi amongst other activities
designed to benefit our students and provide them with a
variety of coping strategies for day-to-day stress.

KOOTH
Holyrood Academy is promoting the use of Kooth, an award
winning online counselling service, helping those aged
between 10-18 years old with any troubles they may have. It
is really worth taking a look at this very relevant website for
young people.
www.kooth.com

Kooth provides an anonymous and confidential service
using a mix of counselling, support and advice on a drop in,
out-of-hours or structured sessions.
The website itself contains the following:
· Message forums – get support from other young people
· Self-help tools
· Messaging – online instant messaging service with a
Kooth worker
· Online magazine – read articles written by others and
contribute yourself!
· Games, blogs and more…
Kooth is aimed at helping with a range of topics including:
·Relationships
· Bullying
· Eating disorders
· Self-harm
· General health
All counsellors are trained, qualified and used to working
with the age group using the service.

HIGH ACHIEVERS
It has been a busy term of High Achievers activities, ranging
from slime science to building robots! Congratulations to
all students involved; you should feel proud to be noticed by
your teachers for your exceptional ability in a subject. More
workshops are planned next term, so keep an eye out for
your invitations!
A day at Oxford University was the latest experience to
be enjoyed by 12 high ability students from Year 10 at
Holyrood Academy. The visit was part of the Challenge
Plus programme which operates in conjunction with other
schools across the south-west.
The students spent time at Exeter College, as well as
touring Keble College and the city itself. They learnt about

the application and interview process, discussed A Level
and undergraduate course options with current Oxford
University undergraduates and had a practice at some
actual Oxford interview questions which really tested the
students’ critical thinking.
It was a brilliant day! These students found the trip very
informative and many came away enthused to apply for
Oxbridge in the future.
Well done to: Aggie Pawelec, Lalande Virk, Millie Downes,
Caitlin Russell, Lewis Griffiths, Oliver Saxby, Delilah SalwayRoberts, Jessica Flanagan, Gabe Larter-Webber, James
Wilding, Jemma Edwards, Holly Edwards

Our older high achieving students have been on a trip to
Oxford University this term.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Once again, sporting achievement at Holyrood goes from
strength-to-strength with District and County Champions
across a variety of sports as well as a rich extra-curricular
offer. The weather has delayed a number of Finals so keep
an eye on @HolyroodSport for up-to-date results! Our
newly-refurbished sports hall is providing students with
even more quality opportunities and take-up at new clubs is
immense!

Year 8 Boys Football

Year 7 Boys Football Area Finalists
Year 9 Boys Football

Year 7 Girls Netball Area Champions & County Finalists
Year 9 Girls Netball Area Finalists
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Year 7 Girls B Netball

Year 9 Boys Rugby 7s County Champions

Year 7 Mixed Cross Country

Year 10 Boys Football

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Year 10 Girls Netball

Under 12 Girls Football

Year 11 Boys Football

Under 13 Boys Hockey

Under 12 Boys Futsal Area Champions

Under 13 Boys Indoor Cricket

Under 12 Boys Hockey

Under 13 Girls Indoor Cricket 3rd in County
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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Under 13 Girls Rugby

Under 14 Boys Futsal Area Champions

Under 13 Mixed Handball

Under 14 Boys Handball

Under 14 Boys B Football

Under 14 Boys Hockey County Champions

Under 14 Boys Basketball Area Champions

Under 14 Girls Football

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Under 14 Girls Futsal Area Champions

Under 16 Boys Futsal

Under 15 Girls Indoor Cricket

Under 16 Girls Football Area Champions

Under 15 Girls Rugby

Under 16 Mixed Hockey

Under 16 Boys Basketball

PE Somerset Under 15
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Table Cricket Leaders

House Netball

Year 8 Boys vs Girls Indoor Cricket
Boccia Squad

SANDY PARK
Our Rugby girls had an amazing day watching England Red
Roses take on Italy at Sandy Park Exeter. A training session
followed by a big English win! Great seats, happy faces all
talking about Rugby.
The girls were amazing Mr Jenkins and Miss Waller are super
proud. Inspiring the next generation!
Huge congratulations to Chloe and Bea who were selected for
Somerset U15s!

SPORT BTEC

Our girls training with the Red Roses

LEVEL 2 & 3
Students have recently sat their official BTEC exam, their
results were fantastic with L2 gaining 98% pass rate and L3
100% pass rate. Two students require a special mention,
both Sam Parker and James Eaton scored brilliantly,
scoring 42/50 in their exam.

In the recent moderation process the BTEC External Verifier
reported that our students’ assignment work was of an
excellent standard. We are very much looking forward to
receiving the final grades in the summer.

This term, the Year 9s have been working extremely hard to
master their first aid skills. They completed two workshops
with Mr Ward from Axe Valley covering various injuries
and their treatments. They were lucky enough to do an

additional workshop with some local paramedics that came
in to help with their training. Their practical skills have been
brilliant and all students can carry out CPR independently.
Well done to all involved.

HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
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VECTOR LEARNING TRUST
I hope you have enjoyed reading the latest edition of the newsletter. Contained within its
pages are all the reasons that make Holyrood the school that it is and ensure that our
students become the young people that they do. I was lucky enough to play football last
week with a group of staff who have a kick around with a group of Sixth Formers on a Friday
after school. It got me to thinking that many schools would find reasons why this shouldn’t
happen. The fact that it does happen on a weekly basis speaks volumes for the kind of
school that Holyrood is. It is a school that is brave enough to do what it feels is right even if
sometimes conventional wisdom says otherwise. It is also a school that is underpinned by
the quality of the relationships between its staff and its students, again perfectly illustrated
by both groups taking part in a recreational activity together in their own time.
Speaking with the sixth formers was also a reminder for me of why we are here. I knew
many of these students when they came in to the school in Year 7 and to see how they
have grown and matured in to very impressive young adults is testament to their time at
Holyrood. The newsletter has many examples of how our students are pushed to achieve
the very best that they can academically. However, there is also so much evidence in here of
the ‘extra stuff’. The extra stuff like the trips and visits, the D of E programme, the countless
wider curricular opportunities and the range of experiences that enable our fabulous
students to grow from the Year 7 boys and girls we take in to our care in to the impressive
young adults who are ready to take their place in the real world. We should never forget that
this is our role and I hope that you agree that the newsletter is a great way of celebrating
this.
In other news, I am very pleased to report that our partnership with Uffculme is developing
very positively and is fully on course to be formalised by September. This partnership can,
and will I believe, take Holyrood to the next level as we continually look to improve and give
our students the very best opportunities possible.
Many thanks as always for your ongoing support.
Martin Brook
Executive Principal
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